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A key task in conducting research integration studies is determining what features to
account for in the research reports eligible for inclusion. In the course of a methodological
project, the authors found a remarkable uniformity in the way findings were produced and
presented, no matter what the stated or implied frame of reference or method. They describe a
typology of findings, which they developed to bypass the discrepancy between method claims
and the actual use of methods, and efforts to ascertain its utility and reliability. The authors
propose that the findings in journal reports of qualitative studies in the health domain can be
classified on a continuum of data transformation as no finding, topical survey, thematic survey, conceptual/thematic description, or interpretive explanation.
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O

ne of the key tasks in conducting research integration studies is determining
what features to account for in the individual research reports that are candidates for inclusion in such studies. In integration studies of quantitative research,
these features usually include those elements of a report allowing reviewers to
ascertain sources of bias, including mode of sampling and sample composition,
research design, and, in the case of clinical trials, details of the intervention and outcome measures (Clarke & Oxman, 2001). In integration studies of qualitative
research, there is less certainty concerning what to record because the methodology
of qualitative metasynthesis is still in the early stages of development and because
diverse opinions seem to exist concerning the right way to conduct the many forms
of inquiry referred to as qualitative research. Scholars have described the importance of frames of reference (Thorne, Joachim, Paterson, & Canam, 2002), disciplinary affiliation (Thorne, Paterson, et al., 2002), method (Jensen & Allen, 1994; Kearney, 2001b), and language (Noblit & Hare, 1988) in shaping the findings. Because of
greater variations in the style of reporting qualitative research, even finding the
findings in these studies can be more difficult than in quantitative research reports,
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where a harder line is typically drawn between results and discussion (Sandelowski
& Barroso, 2002a, 2002b).
In our own ongoing efforts to analyze studies for a qualitative metasynthesis
method project, we found that no matter what the stated or implied frame of reference or method, there was a remarkable uniformity to the way the findings were
produced and presented. Virtually all the study findings were based exclusively on
individual and/or group interviews that were analytically treated in the same way,
that is, as authentic or true reports or indexes of facts and feelings (Sandelowski,
2001). Twenty-four of the 62 journal article reports we read were presented as
grounded theory, phenomenologic, ethnographic, narrative, and/or feminist
works. However, despite these method claims, the findings in 12 of these 24 reports
were produced from some form of relatively manifest content analysis. Thirty-eight
of these reports had no explicit methodological orientation at all, had few or no citations to method literature, and/or assumed a generic or noncategorical research
stance toward inquiry, their authors referring to their work as “qualitative,”
“descriptive/exploratory,” and/or as “focus group study.”
Accordingly, we found it more useful—for our efforts to extract the findings
from these reports for analysis and synthesis—to classify them by type of findings.
We describe this typology in this article. We anticipate that such a typology will not
only allow readers/reviewers to understand better what was likely actually done in
a study, as opposed to what investigators stated they did or hoped to do
(Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002b), but also provide a basis for selecting appropriate
strategies for the analysis and synthesis of findings in these reports. The typology
allows for the inclusion of studies in metasynthesis projects that might be rejected
because reviewers believe the method to have been described inaccurately. For
example, it allows reviewers to read study findings that, they believe, the authors
misrepresented as the result of a hermeneutic analysis instead as the result of a content analysis, which is what the reviewers judge it to be. An error that might interfere with the validity of a qualitative metasynthesis is the exclusion of reports of
studies in which the findings do not fit the stated method, both because such a misfit might not affect the credibility of the findings and because what constitutes
adherence to method is still a subject hotly debated by qualitative researchers
(Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002b). What constitutes a grounded theory to one scholar
might be nothing more than a content analysis to another. Although many qualitative researchers will likely find this to be a troubling state of affairs, the rejection of a
study presented as grounded theory does not by itself justify the rejection of its findings and their exclusion from a metasynthesis. Such findings can still be coherent
and well supported by the data. Indeed, we propose here that a claim to having used
a method that is not supported by the content and form of the findings ostensibly
produced by using that method does not by itself leave the findings without
support.
We have already introduced one of the categories in this typology in a previous
article describing the difficulties of finding the findings in reports of qualitative
studies (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002a). In this article, we present the full typology
and our efforts to evaluate its stability, relevance, and utility. For the sake of clarity
and to avoid redundancy, we describe first the typology in its present and latest
form and then our efforts to develop and refine it.
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METHOD
The qualitative metasynthesis project on which this article is based is a method
study aimed at developing transparent and usable analytic, interpretive, and representational techniques to conduct qualitative metasyntheses. Qualitative
metasynthesis is a kind of research integration study in which the findings of completed qualitative studies are combined. We selected as the method case for this project qualitative studies conducted in the United States with HIV-positive women of
any race, ethnicity, or nationality. We set the temporal starting point for the study at
1991 (the date of the first such study we found) and the ending point for this phase
of our method project at June 30, 2001. Our bibliographic sample to date includes 99
works, including 62 journal articles, two books, one technical report, one book chapter, four master’s theses, and 29 doctoral dissertations.1 These represent all the
works meeting our inclusion criteria retrieved between June 1, 2000, and June 30,
2001.
The typology of findings in qualitative studies presented here is based on our
analysis of the 62 journal articles in the sample. They are listed separately at the end
of this article. Journal articles are the most common vehicle for disseminating qualitative research in the health sciences. Moreover, we found that non–journal article
formats present unique challenges to both identifying and typing their findings. We
will address these challenges in future articles. Of the 62 articles, most were written
by scholars whose primary disciplinary affiliation was nursing (n = 35), and of these
35 articles, most appear in journals largely aimed toward nurses and/or publishing
mostly nursing research (n = 27). The remaining 27 articles variously represent
social work (n = 8), public health (n = 8), marriage and the family (n = 2), psychiatry
(n = 2), sociology (n = 2), anthropology (n = 2), psychology (n = 1), neurobehavioral
science (n = 1), and spiritual care (n = 1), and, as indicated in the reference list, they
appear in HIV/AIDS, women’s health, family, social work, and social science
journals.

A TYPOLOGY OF QUALITATIVE FINDINGS
Our intention was to create a typology that will be analytically useful in discerning
the similarities and differences between sets of findings, no matter what the stated
methodological orientation. Because we so often found a discrepancy between the
stated and the actual method used in reports, or the ostensible use of methods to create findings not generally entailed by the method (e.g., the stated use of phenomenology to produce a content analysis of findings), we wanted to offer a tool with
which readers/reviewers might be better able to locate and compare findings. Findings from completed studies are the raw data for any research integration project.
The typology we describe here emphasizes differences in kind between qualitative findings, not differences in quality between qualitative studies. Although differences in kind are not always easy to separate from differences in quality and can
even entail each other, we do not intend for this typology to be used as a tool for
evaluating the scholarly merits of a study, for determining whether it is “good”
enough to be included in a research integration study. A study might exemplify a
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Typology of Qualitative Findings

type or species of qualitative finding but be judged as either a high- or a low-quality
example of its type. What our typology does do is place findings on a continuum
indicating degree of transformation of data, from findings that remain very close to
data as given (e.g., a summary of informational contents from a manifest content
analysis of data) to findings representing many transformative moves away from
data (e.g., a phenomenology of self-transcendence). Figure 1 shows the categories in
the typology on a continuum indicating their interpretive distance from data as
given.
Although the typology does not address quality per se, we do propose (as
shown in Figure 1) that no-finding and topical survey reports (both to be described
below) do not constitute research and qualitative research, respectively. However,
this argument is again to emphasize the differences in kind between research and
other types of works, and between qualitative research and research that simply
uses qualitative data and/or data collection or analysis techniques commonly perceived as qualitative. In addition, no-finding and topical survey findings encompass data that are the least transformed. We do not propose here that either no-finding or topical survey studies are low-quality works in and of themselves. For us,
they simply constitute something other than research or qualitative research and for
those reasons alone can be subject either to exclusion from the bibliographic sample
of a qualitative metasynthesis study as a no-finding report or to a posteriori analysis
(Cooper, 1998, p. 83) as a topical survey report. However, we recognize that the
judgments involved in proposing these differences in kind can also entail judgments about differences in quality. Categorizing a study presented as research as
something other than research, or a study presented as qualitative research as something other than qualitative research, can certainly be construed as a judgment
about quality, and a harsh one at that, to researchers seeking the “epistemological
credibility” (Thorne, Kirkham, & MacDonald-Emes, 1997, p. 170) and the “rhetorical advantages” (Seale, 2002, p. 659) of naming their work as research, or as qualitative research in particular. (This is why we refrained from citing the particular studies we classified as no-finding or topical survey in this article.)
However, a key feature of our typology is its emphasis not on what authors
named their analytic and interpretive methods but rather on the contents and form
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of what they presented as the findings in their reports of the studies they conducted.
We see content and form as inseparable and inevitably entailing each other
(Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002b). A focus on the findings themselves reveals the
kind of analytic and interpretive work actually performed, no matter what the
research rhetoric. What we found as a result of this focus was that although method
might matter in some general sense, the method named in the reports we read often
mattered very little to the findings in those reports. Such factors as the presence,
amount, and absence of verbal text, metaphoric language, quotes, numbers (e.g.,
frequencies, means, percentages), tables, figures, and other textual and visual displays revealed more about the methodological orientation of a study than any statements of method in the method sections of reports.
In classifying the findings in the studies we read, we sought to maintain a distinction between the level of abstraction of analysis and interpretation of data discernible in the findings from the level of abstraction of the phenomena, events, or
cases that constituted the subjects/objects of analysis and interpretation. For example, findings about taking zidovudine (AZT) might seem more concrete and tangible than findings about spirituality simply because spirituality is a phenomenon
more difficult to articulate and less tangible than drug use. However, a set of findings about AZT use might actually be more transformed than a set of findings about
spirituality that does nothing more than offer a list of respondents’ definitions of
spirituality as they were given to the researcher.
Our typology of findings was developed independently of the typology Kearney (2001a) created but is similar to it; we note these similarities in the description
that follows. (Kearney is also a member of our expert panel, the activities of which
we describe later in this article.) However, our typology differs from hers in several
ways. In contrast to her typology, ours does not assume a “gold standard” (p. 149) in
qualitative research, nor does it address “discovery” (p. 146) as a way to classify
findings. We see “complexity” as residing primarily in the degree of transformation
of data, as opposed to the linking of findings in webs of interaction (p. 146). In addition, although her typology leans toward a view of a priori or, as we call them,
imported theoretical frameworks as restricting the evidentiary value of qualitative
research for practice, ours leans toward a view of such frameworks as enhancing the
evidentiary value of qualitative research. Finally, whereas Kearney’s typology is
intended primarily to be a guide to clinicians in the application of qualitative evidence, ours is intended primarily to bypass the problem of discrepancies between
research claims and research behavior as discernible in a research report. We hope
thereby to salvage qualitative findings that might be lost to practice because they
were excluded from research integration studies only for misrepresenting the
method used. Emphasizing the form of findings in addition to their content, we also
anticipate that our typology will be useful in matching analysis and synthesis techniques to the actual nature of findings. We will address this use of the typology in
future articles.

No-Finding Report
We begin our description of our typology of findings with reports of studies that we
concluded had no findings. We defined findings as the data-driven and integrated
discoveries, judgments, and/or pronouncements researchers offer about the phe-
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nomena, events, or cases under investigation. We therefore considered as data (i.e.,
as empirical material), but not as findings, case descriptions or histories, quotes,
incidents, and stories obtained from participants. We recognize, in the distinction
we maintained between data and findings, a conventionally data-oriented view of
research (Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2000), that the outcomes of scientific research are
findings that are, in turn, based on clearly defined empirical materials referred to as
data. This distinction was discernible in all the journal reports we read, and it stands
in contrast to the view that there is no way to separate data from findings because
data are themselves never “raw” but already constructed entities (Valsiner, 2000;
Wolcott, 1994).
We included what we called no-finding reports in this typology because of the,
arguably, mistaken assumptions that they contain what scholars in the practice disciplines and in the behavioral, social, and human sciences generally consider to be
findings and that they therefore constitute qualitative research. Of the 62 journal
articles included in this analysis of findings, we classified 3 as no-finding reports. In
2 of these reports, the investigators themselves labeled their work as narrative case
studies. In the remaining report, they simply referred to their work as qualitative
research. In two of these cases, the primary disciplinary affiliation is nursing,
whereas in the remaining case, it is social work.
The defining feature of these no-finding reports is the presentation of data as if
they were the findings. Apparently subscribing to a data-oriented view of research
(as evident in reporting style) but wanting to satisfy the qualitative imperative to
give voice to the voiceless (by ostensibly letting the data speak for themselves), the
authors of these no-finding reports simply reproduced interview data, case histories, or stories they had collected in a reduced form with minimal or no interpretation of those data. In these reports, participants’ responses were treated as if they
were “places where meanings exist as ready-made” and, therefore, requiring no
“further exploration” by researchers (Nijhof, 1997, p. 175). Although there was
some minimal linking of data to the findings in other research reports and/or to
existing theoretical traditions in the discussion section of the write-up, the authors
of these reports offered no other treatment of their data.
No-finding write-ups that feature excerpts of interview data or stories as given
can evoke strong emotions and feelings for the original storyteller and thereby have
an important role to play in shaping practice and policy. However, we argue here
that they are not research, nor are they qualitative research in particular, as they do
not contain any interpretation of what these stories mean or where they are located
in the world of stories. Containing “heaped” (Wolcott, 1994, p. 13) as opposed to
“thick” (Geertz, 1973, p. 37) description, these studies read more like journalistic
accounts or collections of stories than like research studies. As shown in the shaded
areas in Figure 1, no-finding reports can border on topical surveys—the next item in
our typology—when there is a rudimentary effort made to organize data that might
itself be viewed as minimally transformative.

Topical Survey
Located in the domain of research, but not in the domain of qualitative research,
were reports of qualitative studies offering a topical survey of findings. The defining feature of the topical surveys in our sample was the reduction of qualitative data
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in ways that remained close to those data as given. This type of finding was characterized by the emphasis on nominal or categorical data, or lists and inventories of
topics covered by research participants in interviews and focus groups. This kind of
work can be compared to the “table of contents” of a book Kearney (2001a, p. 147).
We classified 30 of the 62 journal articles in our bibliographic sample as topical surveys. Seventeen of the investigators or groups of investigators of these studies variously referred to their work as focus group and/or descriptive/exploratory and/or
qualitative study. Five referred to their work as grounded theory, phenomenological/
hermeneutic, or ethnographic (this last reference appeared only in the title), and in
eight cases, the investigators did not cite any methodological orientation. The primary disciplinary affiliation in 21 of these reports is nursing. Nine of these studies
are in the fields of social work, public health, psychology, marriage and family therapy, and spiritual care.
The topical surveys in our sample emphasized inventories, frequencies, and
percentages of women stating a topic, or enumerations of the topics themselves.
These topics were often introduced by investigators in their interview questions
and/or derived from a manifest content analysis. They were then briefly summarized in words and/or tables. Indeed, many of the topical surveys in our sample
offered little more information about an experience or event in the lives of HIV-positive women in the verbal text than in the tables of numbers accompanying it. Like
topical anesthesia, the topical surveys we read remained on the surfaces of words,
and they treated individual and group interview data as uncomplicated reports of
facts and feelings (Sandelowski, 2001). Typically, data were derived from moderately to highly forestructured, albeit open-ended, individual or focus group interviews in which the horizon of expectations was largely preset. The findings were, in
turn, generally restricted to the countable and codable remark and were usually
organized by the research or interview questions asked, by the prevalence of topics
raised, or by some other a priori but always surface classification system, such as
physical, psychological, social, and spiritual, or individual, family, and community.
Topical surveys appear to be distinguished from traditional quantitative surveys by the absence of an effort or intention to obtain a statistically representative
sample and by the presence of some effort to qualify results, usually with a sprinkling of quotes. However, these quotes function like numbers, as they were used to
itemize topics rather than to edify readers about the experience to which the topic
referred. Indeed, the usual format of the topical survey is to name a topic (sometimes called a theme), briefly define it, count it, and then illustrate it with one or two
quotes or references to events. The intent of data collection is to gather information
about a range of responses and/or experiences, such as women’s responses to having HIV/AIDS, or a range of responses to one or more specific experiences, such as
HIV-related symptoms or stigma. These studies are typically variable- as opposed
to case-oriented in that their effect was to identify variables of interest and their frequency of occurrence across cases, not to determine the confluence of variables
within cases.
As shown in the shaded areas in Figure 1, topical surveys can border on no-finding reports when the only interpretive move evident is the presentation of data by
some surface ordering system. They border on thematic surveys—the next item in
our typology—when there is more of an effort to qualify individual elements of
those data. Although topical surveys can be highly informative, especially in a new
domain of inquiry, we propose here that they do not constitute qualitative research,
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as they are studies that merely use qualitative data obtained by what are commonly
(and, arguably, wrongly) viewed as data collection techniques signaling qualitative
research—namely, interviews and focus groups—and analyzed by techniques commonly (and also wrongly) signaling qualitative research, most notably content analysis. These studies are valuable, albeit noncategorical, descriptive works, as they
typically meet neither the probability sampling or psychometric requirements of
quantitative surveys nor the purposeful sampling or interpretive requirements of
qualitative research.

Thematic Survey
In contrast to the topical survey, the thematic survey is a type of finding that reflects
a greater degree of data transformation. Truer to the interpretive meaning of theme,
thematic surveys convey an underlying or more latent pattern or repetition discerned in the data: These reports revealed more of a discernible effort to move away
from merely listing topics (or subjects brought up by participants) toward describing themes (or the patterned responses researchers discerned from the topics
raised). Although there is still an apparent interest in cataloging or enumerating
findings, a greater emphasis is placed on qualifying them. In the dictionary, topic
and theme are synonymous. Moreover, in qualitative research, these terms are not
used in any consistent way (DeSantis & Ugarriza, 2000; Fredericks & Miller, 1997).
As depicted in Figure 1, although the topical survey merely contains qualitative
data, the thematic survey is a form of qualitative research, but it is a form at the lowest level of abstraction in that it offers data more transformed than topical surveys
but less transformed than other kinds of qualitative findings (to be described
below). We classified 16 of the 62 journal articles in our bibliographic sample as thematic surveys. In 3 of these cases, the investigators themselves referred to their
work as exploratory/descriptive or qualitative. In 4 of these cases, they referred to
their work as grounded theory or feminist. In 2 cases, investigators named their
work as secondary analysis, and in 7 cases, there was no explicit reference to a
method. Five of these reports are in the field of nursing, and 11 are in the fields of
social work, public health, psychiatry, or sociology.
The thematic surveys we read tended to move farther from the data as given (in
the language used) and further into those data (in the analytic treatment) to grab
more of the subtleties of experience. Exploring a range of themes within and across
participants, the authors of these works offered more penetrating or nuanced
descriptions of experience, using either in vivo or everyday language (e.g., reasons
for having a baby), or themes or concepts from existing empirical or theoretical literature to label and/or organize their data (e.g., the concepts of “passing” and “covering” in the stigma literature). Although thematic surveys tended to offer more verbal text than topical surveys did, the mere presence of more words as opposed to
more numbers was not what led us to classify a set of findings as a thematic as
opposed to a topical survey. Rather, what distinguished the one from the other for
us was the extent to which the authors of these works had transformed the data they
had collected or detailed the experiences the data represented.
A high-quality example of a thematic survey is the Siegel and Schrimshaw
(2001) study of the reasons and justifications a group of HIV-positive women gave
for having a baby. This report is organized by section headers that stay close to the
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language of these women, but the authors distinguished thematically between
“reasons” and “justifications.” In addition, they included finely detailed descriptions of these women’s views and behaviors that attend to variations in their backgrounds and experiences. An example of a survey of findings ordered by concepts
imported into the study from an existing theoretical frame of reference is the
DeMarco, Miller, Patsdaughter, Chisholm, and Grindel (1998) study. Here, the
researchers presented HIV-positive women’s reports of their experiences in the thematic terms of Jack’s (1991) theory of silencing the self.

Conceptual/Thematic Description
Moving to the right in Figure 1 on the continuum of data transformation are findings rendered in the form of one or more concepts or themes either developed in situ
from the data or imported from existing theories or literature outside the study. We
use the terms concept and theme here to differentiate between researchers’ theoretical
renderings of phenomena, events, or cases commonly associated with the social sciences and/or grounded theory work and their narrative or phenomenological renderings (van Manen, 1990) of them. Both concept and theme, as opposed to topic, convey a latent, as opposed to a manifest, pattern in the data. Conceptual or thematic
descriptions move beyond surveying the topical or thematic landscape of events,
phenomena, or cases toward interpretively integrating portions of data. We classified 10 of the reports in our sample as conceptual/thematic descriptions. Seven of
these works collectively represent the single- or coauthored work of three investigators. In 7 of these cases, the investigators referred to their work as grounded theory.
In 2 of these cases, the investigators referred to their work as feminist narrative and,
in one case, as ethnographic. Seven of these reports are in nursing, one in social
work, one in marriage and the family, and one in anthropology.
In contrast to thematic surveys, in which authors often used concepts or themes
from existing empirical or theoretical literature largely to organize the presentation
of their findings, in conceptual/thematic descriptions, authors imported concepts
or themes to reframe a phenomenon, event, or case. We differentiate here between
the nominal use of concepts or themes, where they are used only to label and order
portions of data, and the interpretive use of concepts or themes, where concepts are
actually used conceptually or themes are actually used thematically to recast portions of data. Such presentations have the effect not simply of serving as a reasonable way to group data but of either extending the theoretical or other intellectual
tradition from which they were imported and/or illuminating an experience. Conceptual/thematic descriptions border on thematic surveys when concepts or
themes serve more as a labeling or presentation device than as an interpretive one.
Examples of high-quality conceptual/thematic descriptions are the Ingram
and Hutchinson (1999, 2000) studies of mothering by HIV-positive women. In the
2000 report, they used the psychiatric concept of the “double bind” to describe the
“basic psychosocial problem” these women have by virtue of meeting the cultural
norm for women of having children while also—because they are HIV positive—
failing to meet the norm of being “good” women. In the 1999 report, they described
HIV-positive women’s resolution to this double-bind problem as “defensive mothering.” Each of these reports of a grounded theory study offers one half of a
grounded theory of mothering in the context of HIV infection, the one report
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conceptually rendering the problem and the second report conceptually rendering
the solution. Read together, these reports comprise an interpretive explanation—
the final category in our typology—of mothering in the context of HIV.2

Interpretive Explanation
At the extreme right of the continuum of findings in Figure 1 is the interpretive
explanation. The defining feature of such findings is the transformation of data to
produce grounded theories, ethnographies, or otherwise fully integrated explanations of some phenomenon, event, or case. (We had no examples of a phenomenology in this category in our sample, but such forms also belong in this category.) Such
explanations are composed of a science- or narrative-informed clarification or elucidation of conceptual or thematic linkages that re-present the target phenomenon in
a new way. We classified three of the reports in our sample as interpretive explanations. The authors of two of these reports referred to their works as feminist
grounded theory and as fieldwork. The third work was referred to as ethnographic
only in the abstract. The primary disciplinary affiliations of these authors are social
work, sociology, and anthropology, and the reports appeared in Qualitative Sociology, Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, and Anthropology & Medicine.
In contrast to findings that survey topics and themes without linking them, or
that conceptually or thematically describe elements of experience without explaining them, interpretive explanations offer a coherent model of some phenomenon, or
a single thesis or line of argument that addresses causality or essence. Moreover,
these explanations fully attend to relevant variations in both sample and data.
Because findings in this category emphasize explanation and variation, they are
most akin to findings Kearney (2001a) described as “dense explanatory description” (p. 149), with features of her “shared pathway” and “depiction of experiential
variation” categories (p. 148). These findings come to a point and take a specific
view in explaining an experience. Whereas a topical or thematic survey might list or
detail a set of concerns HIV-positive women expressed, and a conceptual/thematic
description reframe these concerns as rationalizations, an interpretive explanation
might show how each of these concerns was a condition for distinctively different
defensive strategies, only some of which succeeded in allaying those concerns.
An example of a high-quality report in this category is Stanley’s (1999) study
describing how middle- and upper-class White HIV-positive women manage the
stigma of HIV infection. Drawing from social science literature on stigma and identity, Stanley argued that these women were able to transform HIV/AIDS from a
stigmatized entity to a calling and themselves as HIV-positive women from bad to
good. She showed how these women mobilized spiritually informed rhetorical
strategies emphasizing redemption and self-transformation to manage the stigma
of HIV and to reconstruct an identity “spoiled” by HIV. Stanley used existing literature and extant theory not just to organize findings but also to explain them. Closely
related to Stanley’s study is the Grove, Kelly, and Liu (1997) study of another group
of middle-class HIV-positive women. These investigators used the concept of social
capital to show that these women’s social position allowed them to escape some of
the stigma of HIV, that is, to remain “nice girls.” However, they also showed how
this nice-girl image could act to prevent these women from being diagnosed with
HIV in a timely manner.
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TABLE 1:

Ratings of Sixteen Studies by Five Types of Findings

Rater (N = 6-7) Author
Study Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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4
5
3
3
4
3
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
5
5
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

A

B

C

D

E

F

5
4
3
3(2)
2
3(2)
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
2(3)
4
3
4
1(3)
5
5
5
5
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3

4
4
2
2
3
3(4)
2
2
4
4
3
3
2
2
4
4
3
4(3)
5
5
4
4
5
5
3
4(3)
3
3
2
2
3
3

4
4(3)
2
2
3
2(3)
2
2
3
3(2)
4
3(2)
2
2
4
2(3)
3
2
4
4
4
4(3)
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2

5
4
3
2
2
3
2
2
4
4
4
5
1
2(3)
5
5
3
2
5
5
4
5(4)
4
3(4)
3
2(3)
3
2
2
2
2
3(2)

4
5
2
2(3)
2
3(2)
2
2
2
4(3)
3
4(3)
2
3(2)
5
5
2
2
4
1(5)
5
5
1
4(3)
2
3
2
3(2)
2
2
2
3(2)

X
4
X
2
X
3
X
2
X
5
X
3
X
3
X
4
X
4(3)
X
5
X
4
X
5
X
3
X
3
X
3
X
3

Percent
Agreement

67
71
50 even split
71
50
86
100
100
50
43
50
57
67
57
50
43
50
57
67
43
67
57
33
43
67
57
50
43 split
83
71
67
86

NOTE: For each study, the first line of data represents the first round of testing and the second line represents the second round. Instances of agreement are bolded. In the case of split votes, numerals are bolded
and italicized. X = no rating; 1 = no finding; 2 = topical survey; 3 = thematic survey; 4 = conceptual/thematic description; 5 = explanation.

RELIABILITY AND UTILITY OF THE TYPOLOGY
The typology we just described is the latest outcome of an iterative process of development, evaluation, and refinement. To evaluate this typology of findings, we
asked the six members of our expert panel to categorize 16 studies, or an approximately 20% stratified (by type of finding) random sample of the 62 articles and 4
other published works in our bibliographic sample. (We later decided to concentrate on only one medium, namely, the journal article. On random draw, none of the
4 nonarticle works was selected anyway.) We electronically mailed each member a
scanned copy of each study and a description of each category in the typology. We
asked them to read and then to rate each one: 1–no finding; 2–topical survey; 3–
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thematic survey; 4–concept/theme development or utilization (the name we had
for this category at that time); and 5–fully interpreted description/explanation (the
name we had for this category at that time).
The first line of numbers in each of the blocks numbered 1 through 16 in Table 1
contains the results of the first round of testing with six raters, with the two authors
of this article counted as one rater.3 As indicated there, the overall agreement among
raters was 60%, with one study (Study 4) eliciting 100%, another study (15) eliciting
83%, and six studies (1, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16) each eliciting 67% agreement.

Second Round of Testing
After this first round of testing, we revisited our typology, renamed categories 4 and
5 (with the names they have now, used in the previous section of this article describing the typology), and refined the definitions of categories 3 to 5 (also as they now
appear in the previous section of this article). We reviewed all of the articles in our
study again with this altered version of the typology and changed our minds about
the classification of two of them: Studies 1 and 3. We also noted that whenever we
had applied the typology (whether the first or second version) to our studies, there
were always the same few studies that elicited more uncertainty than others about
how to classify them. Furthermore, the uncertainty was always in the same direction on the continuum (either to the left or right) and to the next adjacent category.
We could see from the results in the first round of testing that the members of our
expert panel might have experienced the same sense of uncertainty. The typology is
an ordinal scale, as the categories are on a continuum of less to more data transformation. Because the actual degree of transformation is impossible to specify (nor
would any qualitative researcher agree to such a mathematized notion of analysis
and interpretation), and because “fuzzy boundaries are the rule rather than the
exception in categorization” (Maxwell, 1992, p. 285), the study eliciting a 4 or a 5 but
never a 3 (the adjacent category to the left of 4) and never a 1 or 2 (not adjacent at all)
could be seen as occupying the same conceptual space on the continuum. For example, in the first round of testing, study 1 elicited only two ratings: 4 and 5. However,
we did not know whether the raters who classified it as a 4 saw it as clearly a 4, as a 4
with a lean to a 3, or as a 4 with a lean to a 5.
Accordingly, for the second round of testing, which occurred about 3½ months
later, we again electronically mailed the panel members scanned copies of the same
16 studies but with a refined set of definitions and instructions. We altered the definitions to emphasize the nominal use of concepts in thematic surveys and their
interpretive use in conceptual/thematic descriptions. As in the first round, we
asked them to rate each study from 1 to 5, but this time also to indicate whether they
thought it was a model or borderline example of its kind. If they thought it was a
borderline example, they were to indicate on which border it fell. For example, a
study could be rated a 2—indicating it was a model case of a topical survey—or a
2(3), indicating it was primarily a topical survey but had features of a thematic survey. (The shaded areas in Figure 1 are intended to reflect the idea of borderline
cases.) We also added to our instructions to the panel members that they look not
only at the sections of a report labeled as findings or results but also at the discussion
sections, as we found that what we were defining as findings was sometimes placed
there. Indeed, we believed that the lack of agreement concerning one of the 16
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studies could be explained by the fact that the results section contained only data
(making it look like a 1, or a no-finding report), whereas the conceptual model
developed from these data was shown in the discussion section (which would make
it a 4, or conceptual description).
In short, our hope was that our five types would be mutually exclusive enough
that readers would see overlap as occurring in only one direction, that is, we
worked to maximize the likelihood that a set of findings viewed as borderline
would be classified as bordering on the same two categories. We were also interested in ascertaining the extent to which each member would rate studies the same
way they had in round 1, taking into account the changes in names, definitions, and
instructions between rounds 1 and 2. We asked them not to refer back to their ratings
from round 1. In both rounds, we emphasized that we were trying to capture differences in kind between studies, not differences in quality, but asked members to
advise us if they could not suspend judgments of quality in categorizing the studies.
The results of the second round of testing with seven raters (again including the
two authors of this article as one rater) are shown in the second line in each of the 16
blocks shown in Table 1. As indicated there, the overall level of agreement was
about the same as in the first round (with one additional rater), at 62%. Study 4 again
elicited 100% agreement. If rating a study in the same conceptual space (that is,
either as or between the same two types) is defined as agreement, then an additional
nine studies (1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16) can be viewed as eliciting agreement among
at least six of the seven raters. Reports of single cases apparently evoked the most
disparate judgments as to what species of finding they represented. Study 10, a
report of a single case, elicited two ratings in nonadjacent categories. Another single-case report, Study 6, elicited every possible rating.

Meeting With Expert Panel
Up to 1 month after each member of our expert panel had completed the second
round of testing, we had a face-to-face 2-day meeting,4 during which we discussed
the application of this typology to the same 16 studies. We elicited members’ reasons for their ratings because we recognized the fallacy of assuming there is true
consensus even when consensus is obviously reached (Hak & Bernts, 1996). We
knew from working with each other how often we had agreed on something but for
different reasons. Accordingly, although we sought to achieve a negotiated agreement (Belgrave & Smith, 1995) on the classification of the 16 studies and how to differentiate findings, we were just as interested in articulating the reasoning that we
and the members of our expert panel had each used to arrive at ratings. The essence
of consensual validation in qualitative research does not lie in unanimity as
expressed in a coefficient of agreement. Instead, as Eisner (1991) proposed, it lies in
the reasons offered for a point of view, the “cogency of arguments” for it, and the
“incisiveness of observations” relating to it (pp. 112-113). Efforts to achieve unanimity often result in “simplifications (that) compromise validity” in qualitative
research (p. 113; see also Morse, 1997). Merely achieving consensus offers “no purchase on reality” (Eisner, 1991, p. 47), as consensus certifies only that people can be
made to agree (Hak & Bernts, 1996). Because the most important product of our
metasynthesis project will be articulating the processes we used to arrive at the techniques we will ultimately recommend, we wanted to move beyond such simplifica-
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tions and to “think/talk aloud” (Fonteyn, Kuipers, & Grobe, 1993) our reasoning to
make the often inchoate work of qualitative research more communicable and
transparent.
We reached consensus on ratings and reasons for rating relatively easily on all
but the two single-case studies. In these instances, we had conflicting views of what
differentiates data from findings, and findings from discussion, and of what constitutes a nominal versus interpretive use of concepts. As a result of our discussion
with the members of our expert panel, we also discerned several factors that influenced the ratings of studies. Several of our panel members stated explicitly that they
tended to rate findings to the left, or—as they put it—“lower,” on the typology continuum if the findings did not conform to the expectations they had for them, which
they derived from the method researchers stated they were using. For these members, a disappointment factor operated to lower ratings if, for example, a study was
presented as a grounded theory study but the findings were conceptually “thin.”
These reviewers had difficulty not treating the typology as a quality evaluation tool
rather than as a means to differentiate types of findings. If there was something they
perceived as lacking in the presentation and execution of a stated method, they
judged the findings as less credible, which, in turn, caused them to move to the left
on the continuum. Closely related to the stated-versus-actual-method factor operating here was the effort-performance factor. One reviewer sometimes rated a study
“higher” on the typology if the researchers had discernibly tried to create, for example, a grounded theory product, even though they might have failed to produce one.
Several panel members were also influenced by what they referred to as the
“level of the research questions or purpose.” If these were stated “quantitatively” as
opposed to “qualitatively”—for example, as in the question “What are the barriers
and facilitators to obtaining health services?” as opposed to the question “What is
the experience of living with HIV infection?”—then their ratings of findings would
lean toward topical or, at best, thematic survey. One member stated that if she felt a
study was on the border between two categories, she would then look back at the
stated research purpose, questions, and method to decide on its type. Yet another
factor influencing ratings was whether the findings were judged to be novel, with
studies perceived as offering nothing new rated “lower” on the typology.
In short, although the panel members found our typology useful, relevant, and
innovative in its intent to bypass judgments of quality, they sometimes found it difficult to suspend their judgments of quality in trying to type certain studies. In
another article, we have argued that a combination of personal preferences and aesthetic and communal judgments shape what readers will read into or expect from a
study report (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002b) and will, therefore, affect how they
will evaluate that study. We saw in the preferences and judgments operating here
further confirmation of the varied “reader responses” (Beach, 1993), which resist
efforts to create a common and conventionally “reliable” set of criteria for appraising qualitative studies. Moreover, those scholars who consider themselves to be
qualitative researchers or to be doing qualitative research actually have little in
common except their dislike of “mainstream” research (e.g., Schwandt, 2000,
p. 190). The term qualitative research masks the profound differences in this methodological domain that, in turn, lead to highly idiosyncratic approaches to reading
and evaluating qualitative research.
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CONCLUSIONS
We began this article with the question of what matters in the collection of data from
individual study reports in research integration studies, and concluded that stated
method did not seem to matter much in the majority of the journal articles we
reviewed in our metasynthesis project. We developed a typology of qualitative
findings that, we hope, can be used to bypass the stated-versus-actual method problem and thereby minimize the likelihood that a study containing information critical to health care will be excluded from consideration solely because of this problem. The mere fact that a study presented as a grounded theory study contains no
coherent conceptual rendering of data but, rather, a thematic survey of them does
not by itself undermine the credibility of these findings. Although the accurate representation of the method used in a study is an indicator of methodological competence, it is not an indicator of the overall value of a study. Researchers who promise
to produce a grounded theory of an event (or, in our typology, an interpretive explanation) but instead produce a survey of data organized by invented concepts (or a
thematic survey) might have failed to produce a certain kind of product but they
have not necessarily failed to produce a valuable product of a different kind.
The typology we described here arises from the view expressed in a previous
article that research reports constitute a literary technology mediating between
reader/reviewer and writer/researcher, and that readers/reviewers of qualitative
studies should develop “literary competence” (Culler, 1980).5 A competent reader
of qualitative research will understand the report as an after-the-fact reconstruction
of a study and, therefore, be able to read reports for what they represent about what
was likely done as opposed to what was claimed or intended. Our typology is primarily in the service of achieving that competence, as having it is among the most
important factors influencing the utility of qualitative findings and what health care
practitioners will accept as valid knowledge for practice.

NOTES
1. Of the 99 reports, 42 are studies involving the same investigator, and/or one or more of the same
investigators in a research team, and/or the same sample of women. Included in this group of studies are
six individual investigators who had completed six dissertations and had subsequently published from
these dissertations 10 articles and one book, which was identical to the dissertation.
2. Ingram’s (1996) dissertation contains all the findings—that is, the entire grounded theory—in
these two reports and could easily be classified as interpretive explanation. Ingram’s work—in addition
to other works in our bibliographic sample—raises three issues. First, there is the challenge of determining how to cut findings for journal articles in ways that best represent the findings. Second, although the
findings in a single article might be classified one way, the findings in the entire work from which it was
drawn might be classified another way. Third, when findings from articles and dissertations overlap, a
decision must be made concerning which set of findings ought to be included in the bibliographic samples of research integration studies. We hope to address these issues in future articles.
3. One panel member was on sabbatical and therefore did not participate in this round of testing.
4. The same panel member referred to in Note 3 could not attend this meeting. This member did participate in the second round of testing, as indicated in Table 1.
5. We thank Lioness Ayres for referring us to the citation on “literary competence.”
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